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DURHAM, N.C. – This one was so sweet that Florida State’s players had to rush the court themselves. 
Seven days after whipping the nation’s third-ranked team at home by 33 points, the Seminoles went on 
the road Saturday afternoon and knocked off the country’s fourth-ranked team, Duke, on its home court 
– a court that hadn’t seen a Blue Devils' defeat in nearly three years. 
 
And the Seminoles did it in the most dramatic of fashions. 
 
After Duke guard Austin Rivers hit a layup to tie the back-and-forth game with five seconds remaining, 
Florida State’s Luke Loucks rushed the ball up the court and found junior Michael Snaer alone on the 
right wing, and Snaer drilled a buzzer-beating 3-pointer to give FSU a 76-73 victory. 
 
It marked FSU’s second win ever in Cameron Indoor Stadium. 
 
“It really wasn’t me. I just hit a wide-open shot,” said Snaer, who finished with 14 points and was 
mobbed by teammates after hitting the game-winner. “That was a great pass by Luke. Anybody on my 
team could have done that. I just finished the play.” 
 
What a play it was. 
 
Before Saturday, Duke hadn’t lost at Cameron Indoor since February 2009. The Blue Devils had won 45 
consecutive home games, which was the nation’s second-longest active streak and the second-longest in 
school history. 
 
“It would have been a tough loss for either team because neither team played losing basketball,” Duke 
coach Mike Krzyzewski said. “Those games are what make the ACC a great conference – a game like 
that. I’m just disappointed for my players. It’s a tough loss. A very difficult loss.” 
 
As was the case one week earlier in a blowout of then-No. 3 North Carolina, the Seminoles (13-6, 4-1 
ACC) were dynamite on defense, efficient on offense, and they made big plays every time the Blue 
Devils (16-3, 4-1) started to make a run. 
 
The difference this time was that FSU never had control of the game. The Seminoles trailed by six points 
at halftime, and they trailed by eight midway through the second half. But Leonard Hamilton’s team 
kept battling back and eventually found a way to pick up its fourth consecutive ACC win after a tough 
first half of the regular season. 
 
“Whenever we got up seven or eight points, they always made a run and got back into the game or tied 
it up,” said Duke junior Seth Curry, who scored 12 points on 4-of-16 shooting. “We could never really get 
over the hump of making that extra run to put them away. They just kept fighting.” 
 
A key for the Seminoles was a crucial stretch just before halftime that kept them in the game when they 
appeared to be faltering. After Rivers hit a 3-pointer to give the Blue Devils a 32-23 lead, he appeared to 
give them a 12-point advantage when his next shot bounced high off the rim and swished through the 
net with 11 seconds remaining. 



 
But official Mike Kitts ruled the ball had made contact with a wire above the backboard on its initial 
bounce, and he waved it off. Snaer then banked in a line-drive 3-pointer at the buzzer. 
 
Instead of trailing by 12 points, FSU went into the break down only 32-26. 
 
“That kind of stopped the bleeding a little bit,” Hamilton said. 
 
It was a tale of two halves for Florida State’s big men, as they struggled early against Duke’s physical 
post players. The Seminoles were dominated on the boards in the first half, 22-14, and they allowed the 
Blue Devils to score 13 second-chance points on 10 offensive rebounds. 
 
But senior forwards Bernard James (12 points, 8 rebounds) and Xavier Gibson (16 points, 5 rebounds) 
stepped up after halftime; they combined to score 21 of their 28 points in the second half. 
 
James and Gibson also combined to block five shots. 
 
“Every time a rebound went up in the first half, they were throwing two bodies at me,” James said. “So 
it took me a second to get adjusted to that. In the second half, I just figured out that I needed to start 
hitting them a lot earlier.” 
 
FSU’s defense was exceptional as well. The Blue Devils entered the game shooting 49.8 percent from the 
floor as a team, but the Seminoles allowed them to connect on just 25 of 63 shots (39.7 percent). It 
marked the second time Duke had been held below 40 percent shooting this season, and the other 
came against Kansas on a neutral court in December. 
Florida State’s only other victory at Cameron Indoor came in February 2007, when Al Thornton scored 
21 points to lead the Seminoles to a 68-67 victory. But that didn’t cap off a week quite like this – with 
FSU picking up three conference wins in seven days, including two against top-five teams. 
 
“I’m proud of our guys because this is a very difficult place to win because of the tradition and how well 
they are coached, and how hard their kids play,” Hamilton said. “It was a big win for us as we try to 
continue to keep becoming a program of significance, not only in the ACC but on a national basis.” 
Original post 
 
Michael Snaer hit a 3-pointer at the buzzer to lead Florida State past Duke, 76-73, at Cameron Indoor 
Stadium in Durham, N.C. 
 
With FSU leading 73-71 with 14 seconds left, Duke set up a play and Austin Rivers hit a layup with five 
seconds left in the game to tie the game at 73. 
 
FSU drove the ball down the court and Luke Loucks passed the ball to Snaer in the corner and he hit the 
game-winner. 
 
Snaer ended the game with 14 points, including hitting a 3-pointer at the buzzer to end the first half. 
 
Check out NoleSports.com later in the night for more coverage 
 
 


